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Strategic research topics
- Adaptation of biological and technical systems
- Aging and stem cell research
- Advanced Mathematics
- Advanced Mathematics
- Advanced Mathematics
- Advanced Mathematics
- Advanced Mathematics
- Advanced Mathematics
- Advanced Mathematics

Cold plasma technology
Network for aging research
Aging and stem cell research
Advanced Mathematics
Advanced Mathematics
Advanced Mathematics
Advanced Mathematics
Advanced Mathematics
Advanced Mathematics

Support for junior scientists:
- Institute for Physiology and Morphology
- Institute for Molecular Medicine and Biotechnology

Technology (KIT): "Energy storage beyond lithium"

Cluster of Excellence POLiS (Post Lithium Storage)

Adaptation of biological and technical systems
Research Unit: "Hydrogen Production" in Ulm

Innovation Lab for Energy Storage Technologies

Innovative Training Grants (Excellence Grants)

Research services:
- InnoSÜD/Stiftung der Freien Universität Berlin - innovation center for energy-related research and age-related diseases
- Baden-Württemberg (ZSW) - Centre for Solar Energy and Hydrogen Research
- Center for Research Strategy and Support (Res.UL)
- Competence Centre eLearning in Medicine in Baden-Württemberg
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